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Forthcoming Papers 
Future issues will include the following papers 
BESSENRODT, C., A Combinatorial Proof of a Refinement of the Andrews-
Olsson Partition Identity 
BEUTELSPACHER, A. and UEBERBERG, J., A Characteristic Property of 
Geometric t-Spreads in Finite Projective Spaces 
BIORNER, A., LoVASZ, L. and SHOR, P. W., Chip-firing Games on Graphs 
DEL FRA, A. and GmNELLI, D., Diameter Bounds for Locally Partial 
Geometries 
GRABLE, D. A., Two-packaging Problems on k-Matroid Trees 
IKUTA, T., ITO, T. and MUNEMASA, A., On Pseudo-automorphisms and 
Fusions of an Association Scheme 
MEIXNER, T., Some Polar Towers 
ROGERS, D. G., On the General Erdos Conjecture for Perfect Systems of 
Difference Sets and Embedding Partial Complete Permutations 
SMITH, Y. D. M., Finite Codes and Grouped Words 
SOLE, P., The Covering Radius of Spherial Designs 
TANGORA, M. C., Level Number Sequences of Trees and the Lambda 
Algebra 
VINCE, A., Elementary Divisors of Graphs and Matroids 
WANNER, T. and ZIEGLER, G., Supersolvable and Modularly Complemented 
Matroid Extensions 
ZASLAVSKY, T., Orientations of Signed Graphs 
